Assessment: Course Four Column
Fall 2017

El Camino: Course SLOs (NSC) - Astronomy
ECC: ASTR 20:The Solar System
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Scientific Method - Students
will be able to recognize the elements
of the Scientific Method in the
discussion of a scientific problem.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Fall 2013), 2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date: 11/12/2013
Inactive Date:
Comments::

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Homework Problems - Students
were given a short article on a
current astronomy topic. The article
contained different hypotheses,
observations, and the current
supported theory all of which
students had to identify. The
assignment is attached.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that each question is
answered correctly by 70% of the
students. Total of 8 questions.
Additional Information:
Related Documents:
scientific method.pdf

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Question # %correct
Question #
%correct
Prof A
Prof B
(Total students = 32)
(Total students = 108 )
1
84%
81%
2
97%
86%
3
72%
23%
4
81%
84%
5
69%
82%
6
78%
70%
7
63%
52%
8
22%
43%

Action: Change the assignment.
Need questions/better format
where the answers are more
indicative of student
understanding. (03/02/2019)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

scores (out of 8 pts): # students
7: 6
6: 12
5: 12
4: 1
3: 1
mean score: 5.7
Both professors exhibit similar trends. Question 2 has the
highest correct. The answer to question two was clearly
stated in the article.
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Looking over the assignment and discussing the results,
both professors agree assessing whether or not a student
understands the question is not portrayed very well. It
seems as though the assignment became more of a reading
and writing skill test. Most students were able to identify
the scientific problem and the hypotheses (questions 1 and
2) in the article, however the article clearly states them. On
the other hand, when asked about observations (question
3), students did not easily find them. Perhaps because they
did not understand the jargon or they were simply hoping
the article would clearly list the observations.
Another observation is that the assignment was not easy to
grade. Students would have half the answer, but not the
full answer. Perhaps they did not want to write more. It
became clear that the assignment needs to be changed and
possibly have more multiple choice questions so that we
can assess clearly whether they are not understanding the
problem or that the students just do not feel like writing.
We also noticed that many students think theories are "just
a guess" (from question 8) and they are proven and
disproven (question 7). Perhaps giving more examples in
class and including written class assignments can help clear
the difference between proving vs. disproving and all the
other jargon that goes with the scientific method.
The assignment was also given as extra credit, which may
have skewed the results. (03/02/2018)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: S. Kadakia
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: V. Lloyd
Related Documents: scientific method.pdf
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